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GLS Coatings, have developed our
Trademarked GLS 100R® to provide
solutions to the many issues encountered
throughout the UK Rail Network.
GLS 100R® Electrically Insulating Coating was developed to
insulate up to 35,000 Volts and is the proven solution to prevent
bird-strikes between the Overhead Line Equipment and bridges,
booms and drop tubes.
GLS 100R® provides a unique solution to remove touch-potential
issues. Whether coated on Signalling Locations Cases (LOCs),
pedgates, lighting columns or gantries, GLS 100R® offers a unique
solution to the issues of touch-potential. Because GLS 100R® is
TOUCH DRY in UNDER 10 SECONDS, its return to service time
is unrivalled by any other coating.
GLS 100R® is being applied to Depot Doors to insulate the area
around the cutout where the OLE enters the depot to stop
birdstrikes as pigeons fly between the OLE and the steelwork of
the doors.
GLS 100R® has intrinsic anti-slip properties and it is being applied
to footbridges, walkways and platforms across many Routes. Our
coatings are quick to apply and are capable of receiving light foot
traffic within 5 seconds of application.

Bespoke Bund & Tank Coatings
The Environment Agency is able to impose uncapped fines
on anyone who causes any spill. The Oil Storage Regulations
are designed to prevent oil spills. Oil is the commonest
pollutant in the UK, accounting for one quarter of all
incidents.
GLS Coatings’ bund and tank linings create a completely seamless
chemical resistant membrane, providing a sealed environment which
contains any potential diesel, fuel, chemical, or oil spillages within the
bund or tank.
Only GLS Specialist bund coating is resistant to a wide range of
chemicals, from Potassium Hydroxide, to Hydrochloric and Sulphuric
Acid. It has been used successfully on a caustic soda bund, where
other coatings had failed. As with all GLS Coatings, the bund or tank
is back in service the same day.

Our protective bund and tank coatings are the long
term cost-effective guaranteed solution and offer
the following benefits:
• Resistant to a wide range of chemicals
• Approved for contact with potable water
• Used in marine environments
• Used in cold storage facilities
• Suitable for water waste facilities
• Extremely durable and hard-wearing
• Same day return to service
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Concrete... we’ve got it covered
C O A T I N G S
GLS concrete coatings can be
used in a wide range of
applications, protecting bunds
and are particularly effective
in sealing and protecting
concrete structures.

Whether you’re lining a new bund or repairing a leaking
bund, or whether you need Primary or Secondary
Containment, our protective bund coatings are the long
term cost-effective solution.
GLS Coatings’ accredited and experienced Technician can completely
coat your bund with our Specialist Bund Coating. Our chemical
resistant bund coatings are proven to be resistant to hydrogen
sulphide (H2S), and a wide range of other chemicals. By repairing
your leaking bund with one of GLS Coating’s chemical resistant bund
coatings, you will be fully compliant with the Oil Storage Regulations.
Our coatings can convert temporary interlocking concrete blocks
into permanent, sealed structures, impervious to a wide range of
chemicals. Whether you need silage pits, salt-storage silos, or
whether you wish to convert a temporary structure into a permanent
chemical-resistant bund - GLS Specialist Coatings are the proven
solution.
GLS Coatings are particularly effective against hydrogen sulphide
(H2S) and sulphuric acid (H2S04) which affects the calcium carbonate
constituents of concrete, and a wide range of chemicals and can halt
the effects of concrete cancer.

GLS coatings are extremely hard
wearing and are typically used in
the following
environments:
OLE and Bridges
Platforms and Footbridges
Chemical Bunds
Rail Coatings
Electrical Insulation
Touch Potential
Depot Doors
OLE Booms and Drop Pipes
Lighting Columns
Signalling Location Cases
Anti-slip Flooring
Protecting Concrete Structures
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GLS Coatings’ Specialist bund coatings system is spray-applied, fastcuring and is touch-dry in 5 - 10 seconds, giving you a quick return
to service for leaking bunds. It is a long term, cost effective solution,
for you and the environment. GLS Coatings’ Specialist Bund Coatings
meet recent legislation, which states that bunds must now be in good
repair, of adequate size and be completely watertight.

Coastal Protection
Britain’s coastline has taken a battering from the sea, with sea-walls
being swept away by the ravages of the storms. GLS Specialist
Protective Coating can preserve and protect the concrete which
lines our coasts. Our coatings are resilient to the effects of abrasion
and saltwater and are proven to withstand the blows from a
sledgehammer.
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GLS 100® Insulates steelwork

up to

35,000 Volts

®

GLS 100R - Prevents bird
OLE and bridges CASE STUDY
®

Pigeons were flying between the Overhead Line Equipment
(OLE) and the steelwork of the footbridge over Platforms
4 & 5 at York Station. The 25,000 Volt current was arcing
through the birds and shorting the line at a cost of
thousands of pounds - and killing the birds.
So in the early hours of an icy December 2014, a team of GLS
Coatings’ PTS-trained Technicians began work coating and insulating
the steelwork of the footbridge over Platform 4 with GLS 100R®.
Work began at 02:24, giving the team only 3½ hours to complete
the work. Working from a MEWP, and kitted out in full PPE, the
team members fully prepared the steelwork to the exacting GLS
standards to remove decades of grime from the trains passing
beneath the bridge.

GLS Coatings’ specialist roof coatings are seamless, maintenance
free and fast drying (10 seconds), which will INSTANTLY
seal and protect all exterior roof areas. Our industrial roof
coating provides a totally weather resistant surface which will
withstand extreme temperatures. AND it can be applied in all
temperatures, from -50°C to 120°C.

Our industrial roof coatings are used extensively to
seal and prevent flat roof leaks in industrial and
commercial buildings.
GLS Specialist Roofing Coating is also an excellent solution
for waterproofing leaky metal roofing. The elastomeric nature
of the membrane/coating system means it will easily absorb
the natural expansion and contraction cycles of the metal roof
without tearing or fracturing. This is critical for a long and
successful service life.

GLS Coatings’ Specialist Roofing
System is applied by our own
accredited roofing Technicians and
has the following benefits:
Long Lasting – up to 30 years
Quick to Apply
Touch Dry in Seconds
Seamless
Eco-friendly
Anti-slip
300% Elongation

The speed of application available with the GLS roof coating
ensures that the roof is coated and back in service far quicker,
with less disruption than conventional roof applications.
Faster return to service keeps costs to a minimum and saves
you money.

With just 1½ hours until the 6am deadline, work began sprayapplying GLS 100R® Electrically Insulating Coating to the bridge.
And with only 9 minutes to spare, the job was done and everything
was packed away. Only GLS 100R®, which is TOUCH-DRY IN
UNDER 10 SECONDS, could have achieved this.
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GLS Seamless Roof Coatings
C O A T I N G S
There is no disruption to
production while GLS Coatings
apply your new seamless
roof coating.

A revolutionary spray applied Roofing System which will significantly extend your roof ’s lifespan.
GLS Coatings’ Specialist seamless roof coatings will significantly
extend the lifespan of the roof without the expense of a
complete re-roof. And our work carries a manufacturer’s
warranty of up to 30 years, to give you complete peace of mind.
When combined with our Spray-Foam Insulation, over-coated
with our Specialist Coating, this fully complies with the new
Part L Building Regulations, governing the insulation properties,
when existing buildings are being renovated. And our roof
coatings can be used to fully encapsulate asbestos, without
disturbing it - avoiding the costs of a complete re-roof, while
guaranteeing a rapid return to service.

Our Technicians spray-apply the coating and
IT IS TOUCH-DRY IN UNDER 10 SECONDS!
Our industrial roof coatings are used extensively to seal and
prevent flat roof leaks in industrial and commercial buildings.
GLS Coatings’ Roofing Systems can be applied over most
common roof surfaces including concrete, tiles, bitumen,
asbestos sheeting, hardwood and plywood boards.
Our Technicians operate from mobile coating units, complete
with top of the range coating machines, compressors and
generators. As with any coating, surface preparation is everything
- whether they are coating steel, concrete or timber, our
technicians will ensure the substrate is correctly prepared to
receive GLS’ specialist roofing coatings.
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strikes between the
- YORK STATION FOOTBRIDGE
The team returned to York Station in January 2015 to complete the
work - coating the steelwork of the footbridge over Platform 5
with GLS 100R® Electrically Insulating Coating.
Since York Station footbridge was coated in 2014, GLS 100R® has
been successfully applied to many other overbridges throughout
the UK rail network.

Booms and Drop Tubes
Pigeons have also been causing line shortages as they fly between
parts of the overhead gantry and the OLE.
Working with Network Rail’s Electrification Senior Technical
Officers, GLS Coatings technicians are applying GLS 100R®
to insulate parts of the booms and drop tubes on the
overhead equipment.
Work has already been completed insulating sections of the OLE
with GLS 100R® at Gorton, Manchester and this has resulted in
an end to line outages in the area.
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ALL GLS TECHNICIANS ARE

PTS TRAINED
GLS 100R® can be used in a wide range
of applications, protecting trackside
assets, rolling stock, roofs
and platforms.

GLS 100R® - always on track...
®

GLS 100R® offers outstanding rust, corrosion and
waterproof protection for rail infrastructure. GLS
100R® allows for improved asset protection, project
performance and site safety.
GLS 100R® is high performance Class 1 fire rating coating that is
touch dry in 10 seconds. It offers protection against weathering
and UV exposure and is able to withstand heavy impacts,
heavy loads and vibration. GLS Specialist Protective Coatings applied by our Accredited, PTS-trained Technicians - provide the
complete solution to coat and protect the whole range of rail
infrastructure.
GLS 100R® offers a fast return to service and is used extensively
through the rail industry. From platform roofs, to floors and
from lift shafts to chemical bunds. From anti-slip on stairways, to
insulation coatings on location cases and gantries. We can even
coat the line-markings on platforms and level crossings.

GLS 100R® Applications
GLS 100R® can be used in a wide range of
applications, protecting trackside assets,
rolling stock, roofs and platforms including:

•
•

Abrasion resistant coatings in vehicles
Coating for trailers carrying waste /
aggregate

•

Vehicle body undercoating (rolling
stock and others)

•

Protecting RV trucks from electrical
conductivity (HV)

•
•
•
•

Highway and bridge overlays
Insulating Panwells
Bunded areas for chemical protection
Coating inside of tanks for protection
against corrosion

GLS100R® Trackside Line
Markings
GLS Specialist Trackside Marking Solutions, applied
by our Accredited, PTS-trained Technicians,
provide ease of application, longevity and fantastic
performance. While traditional line markings on
®
level crossings can fade in a few months, GLS 100R
has been proven to last years.
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
GLS 100R® is the ideal solution for
markings in the following applications:
lane lines, platform edge lines, hatch
markings, stop lines and level crossings.

Whether you need to mark a few lines on a platform or
overhaul your level-crossings, GLS 100R® is a resilient
marking solution that will stay the course and remain
bright and clear.
Applied by our Accredited and PTS trained Technicians, there is
no need for the trucks and crews traditionally used to lay down
thermo-plastic. GLS 100R® can be laid onto any trackside surface
even in temperatures dropping to -40oC, - days of waiting for the
temperature to be just right are over!

GLS 100R® makes it much easier to add
line markings to trackside assets.

GLS 100R® is a cost effective and long-lasting alternative to
thermoplastic marking or conventional marking paint and is also
much easier to work with. Our anti slip coatings are proving
their worth on floors, where their resilience to foot traffic and
vehicular traffic means the life-expectancy is increased ten-fold.
GLS 100R® is Network Rail approved and can be applied directly
to the road surface without need for any primer or other
complicated preparation. GLS 100R® offers high durability for
long-term trackside presence and superior reflectivity in both wet
and dry conditions making it an ideal solution for a the full range
of marking applications.
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GLS 100R® can be used for both new and
refreshing existing markings.
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GLS100R® Footbridge
Coatings
The footbridge at West Byfleet Station, with its tiled
surface became slippery in wet weather. So South
West Trains turned to GLS Coatings Ltd for
a unique solution: GLS 100R® anti-slip coating.
The work was completed in just two nights. The team of
three Technicians arrived on site at West Byfleet Station at
21:30 on Tuesday, 15th September. The safety of passengers
and staff is paramount, so barriers were erected at all
access points.
The entire area was ground using specialist diamond
grinders to remove the glaze from the top of the tiles. The
area was then cleaned and all the dust was removed. It was
noted there were signs of water oozing up between some
of the grout lines. The technicians cut the wet grout out and
introduced a PU sealant in its place to completely stop the
water ingress.
Work began at 23:19 on the second night, with the area
being swept clean, before being chemically wiped to remove
any residual grease. Next, a chemical Primer was applied to
the tiles, to prepare the surface to receive GLS 100R®.
Finally, GLS 100R® Specialist anti-slip coating was sprayapplied to the entire walkway. Because GLS 100R®
is TOUCH-DRY in under 10 seconds, the team had
completed the whole job, which was signed off by the
Client at 03:18.
Later the same day, early morning commuters were
streaming over the footbridge to catch their trains,
completely unaware that less than 4 hours earlier, the
bridge had received an entirely new, anti-slip coating.

West Byfleet footbridge was
coated with GLS 100R® anti-slip
coatings, and able to take
foot-traffic immediately.
Page 10
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GLS 100R® stops pigeon
strikes on depot doors
Pigeons flying between the ‘cut-out’ in concertina depot
doors and the OLE have been shutting down the line as the
current arcs through the bird.
Once again, GLS 100R® Electrically Insulating Coating is being used to
solve the problem:
GLS Coatings technicians prepare the steelwork of the doors around
the OLE and then spray-apply GLS 100R®. This dries instantly and
electrically insulates the door and puts an immediate end to the
problem.
At Longsight depot, Manchester, GLS Coatings technicians insulated
24 Depot Doors with GLS 100R®, putting an immediate end to linetrippings at the depot.
GLS Coatings has carried out similar work on Depot Doors at
Liverpool Edge Hill Depot, Clacton Car Sheds, Allerton Depot and
Bounds Green Depot in London.

GLS 100R® is the PROVEN solution when
complete insulation protection is needed.

Our Technicians spray-apply the
coating and IT IS TOUCH-DRY
IN UNDER 10 SECONDS!
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Specialist coatings for

Rail Infrastructure

GLS 100R® is the ONLY approved electrical insulation
coating that insulates up to 35,000 Volts

ONLY GLS 100R® has been approved for
removing touch potential up to 35,000 Volts
and has been independently
tested by ERA Technology.

GLS 100R® coatings are applied by our PTS trained
technicians. GLS Coatings’ mobile rigs include a
spray machine, a portable generator and an aircompressor. Completing the kit is a collapsible
spray-tent, with GRP mechanics. This ensures it
complies with Network Rail’s safety requirements.

GLS 100R® has been approved for the electrical
insulation of steelwork on OLE and is proven to last
up to 30 years.

As a Network Rail Approved Supplier, GLS Coatings’
PTS trained technicians, using self-contained
mobile coating rigs, can coat and encapsulate
ANY steelwork – whether it is the metal railings
surrounding a sub-station, or the steelwork of a
pole-mounted distribution transformer. GLS 100R®
is the PROVEN solution when complete insulation
protection is needed.

GLS 100R® rapidly cures in only 10 seconds
and is Network Rail approved, CE Certified
and VOC-free.
Our rail coatings provide a fast return to service,
allowing work to be completed during off peak hours.
GLS 100R® is abrasion resistant and protects against
harsh environments. It also offers anti-graffiti and antistatic properties. GLS Coatings use Accredited PTS
trained Technicians to carry out all work.

GLS 100R® Benefits:
• GLS 100R® offers corrosion and waterproof and
electrical insulation protection for rail infrastructure

• GLS 100R® allows for improved asset protection,
project performance and site safety

• Applied by fully mobile, PTS-trained Technicians
• Unrivalled speed of application - touch-dry in
under 10 seconds

•
•
•
•

Virtually maintenance free - lasts for decades
Excellent crack repair capability
Protects against water ingress
Enhances look of existing structures
(bridges, walkways, roofs etc)

• Easy to clean
(anti-graffiti, & optional anti-bacterial properties)
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Electrical Insulation
• Do you want a coating that is proven to insulate steelwork up
		 to 35,000 Volts?
• Do you want a coating that will insulate against the risk of
		 touch-potential?
• Imagine having an approved insulation coating that will last
		 for decades.
• Do you want a coating that is TOUCH-DRY in UNDER
		 10 SECONDS?
• Then GLS Coatings’ GLS 100R®, independently tested by
		 ERA Technology is the ONLY ONE for you.
• GLS 100R® Coating, when applied to steelwork, provides an
		 insulating coating resistant up to 35,000 Volts.

Wessex Routes have chosen the best -- why don’t you?
Wessex Routes have insulated ALL of their Location Cases
covered by the ORR Notice I/20121220/JSM (SIN 119)
Using the GLS 100R® Coating, which is certified by ERA Technologies,
we were able to coat the Location Cases from Waterloo to
Southampton while they were still ‘live’, meaning there was no
interruption to the network.
GLS Coatings Technicians, with their fully mobile, self-contained spray
units, travelled over 1,000 miles in two weeks to prepare and insulate
ALL of the platform-sited Location Cases to over 35,000 Volts.
Using top-of-the range coating units, complete with generators and
compressors, our PTS-trained Technicians tackled the diversity of the
work head-on. From LOCs under stairs at Waterloo to some set into
embankments on the more rural stations, the work was completed in
just TWO WEEKS.
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